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Mathema:tics.~ - "Tlte cubic inuolution oj tlw ji1'St ?'ank in tlte 
plane." By Dr. W. VAN DER Waumt lCommunicated by Prof. 
P. H. SCIIOUTE.) 

/ 

.1. If V is a plane it is in different ways possible to arrange 
thB points of V in groups of th ree in sueh a way, that an arbi
trary point forms a part of only one group. Ir P l is a point of V 
there must exist between the coordinates of Pl and those of the 
o1.her points of the gl'OUp, to which P l belongs, some relations by 
which those other points are entirely determined. It is however 
possible th at Pl ean be ehosen is such a way that one of these 
relations is identically satisfied; in that case P l forms part of an 
infinite number of groups. , 

We now start from the following definition: 
The lJOints of a lJlane V f(l1'7n a cztbic involution of the fi1'st 

rank, when tltey are conjugate to eàch otlter in groups of tlt1'ee in 
such a W(1Y that (with the e,'lJception oj some clefinite points) (Jach 
point j01'1llS a part oj only 0 ne ,grou]). 

A triangle of which the vertices belong to a selfsame gl'OUp we 
cal! an involution triangle; ea~h point which is a ver/ex of more 
than one, therefore of all infinite number of involution triangles, we 
caU asingulrtl, lJoint of the involution; eaeh point coillciding with 
one of its conjugate points is called a double point. If one of the 
sides,of fLn involution triangle rotates around a fixed point, then the 
third vertex of th is triangle will descriQe a right line or a curve; 
we shall 1'estrict ow'selves in t!ds int'estigation to the case, that one 
v81'tex of an involution triangle describes a rigld line, when the opposite 
8icle 1'otates al'ozmd a fixed point, 

2. vVhen the points of a plane V form a eubic involution of the 
first rank which s,:ttisfies. the ,just mentioned condition and which we 
shaH furtheron indicate by (ia)' we ean eOJljugate projeeti"ely to 
each point of V the connecting line ûf its eonjugate points. Each 
vertex of all invollltion triangle aud its opposite side are pole and 
polar line" with respect to a same eonic, whieh in futme we sha11 
always cal! 1'2; each involution tl'iangle is apolar triangle of "12' _ 
It is cleal' that l'evel'sely not every polar triangle of y~ is an invoIu
tion triangle of (ia); for each point of V is a vertex of an infinite 
nuruber of }-lolar tl'iangles of "1 21 but of only one involution triangle. 
If howevel' S is a singulae point of the involution, then S must 
be, a vertex 'of all infinite numbee of involution triangles, thus each 
polm' triangle of "12 having S as vertex is at the same time an 
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involntion triangle. If we assume a point G of the conie ï2 as a 
vertex of au involution tl'iangle, th en one of the other vertices must 
coincidc with a, so G is a double point of the involution; 12' the 
locus of these double points, is the double curve of the involution. 

Eaeh line 1 whose pole with respect to 12 is no singular point of 
the involution is a side of only one involution triangle, namely of 
that triangle having the pole of 1 as vertex. On the other hand 
each line whose pole is a singulae point is a side of au infinite 
number of involntion triangles all havmg that point as vertex. Fl'om 
this ensues that also the lines of V form a cubic invoilltion (i' a) of 
the fh'st rank; the polar lines of the singlllar points of (ia) are the 

,singular linel:) of (i' a), the tangents of 1 2 are its double lines and "1 2 

is its double curve. Both involutions are with respect to 12 polarly 
l'elated. 

The involution triangles of 12 are all pola1' triangles of a selfsame 
conic 13 , which is at t/te same time the double curve of (i3). The lines 
of V f07'rn an involution (i' 3) which is with respect to "Ia the pola1' 
figure of (ia). Each polar triangle of 12 having (,t singular point of 
the ilZvolution as vel tex ü at the same tinwan involution trianjle. 

3. We make a point describe a line al and we ask aftel' the locus 
of its conjugate points. If we draw througb Al' the pole of al with 
respect to Y2' a,n arbitrary line Pl' th en P l , the pole of pl' lies on 
al' whilst the two points conjugate to Pl he on Pl; these two points 

. !ie also on the locus undel' dIScussion. lVloreover Al itself is conjnga,Led 
to two pomts of au so that Al is a double romt of this curve and 
e.\,ch line tl1l'ough Al cuts this ctU've in a double point and two 
points more. Hence we find: 

lf one of t!te vel·tices of an incolution t1'iangZe describes a line al' 
then the two otllers describe a curve a 4 of order fow' wit!! a node 
in Al' the pole of al with 1'espect to y~. As al cztts all singular 
lines, all si11guZar points Zie on a4

• 

A few proper ties of th is CUl've- a4 maJ still be given here: 
1. Let A2 and Aa be the points conjugated to Al' then the po]al' 

line of Aa wlth respect to "12 - that is the !ine AlA~ - must 
cut a4 in Al and in the points t'ol'llling with A~ an involution triangle. 
These two points are Al and A,. So will a4 be touched il'l .Al by 
the lines AlA2 and AlAS; A 2 and A3 are points of intersection of 
al and a4

• 

2. Besides in A 2 and A3 the curve a4 will be intersected in two 
points more by al; these points Ul'e at the same time the points of 
intersection of al and y ~ . 
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3, Besides in these last points a4 will still be cut by r~ in 6 points 
more, the tangeuts in these 6 points to a4 must pass throllgh 
Al' Fl'om this ellsues that a4 is of the tenth class, by which the 
PLucKlm numbers of a4 are entirely detel'mined (n = 4, m = tO, 
cl = 1), This holds, fol' it is easy to invet:tigate th at a4 cannot 
possess a double point differing from Al' 

4, If a vertex of an involntion triangle describes a line, on which 
lies a singnlar point, the curve elescribed by the two otrler ver tie es 
degenerates into the polar line of that singular point and a curve 
which must be of oreler three. It' a vertex of an involution iriangle 
describes a singular line .~, th en one of the other two vertices will 
be a fixed point, namely the pole of s and the other point will 
describe sitself anel as man,}' othel' lines as thel'e are singular points 
on s. As both points together must elescribe a curve of order four, 
three singular points will lie on s. In like ma11l1er eaeh singular 
point is point of intersection of thl'ee singular lines. 

If now again al is au arbitrary line alld if a 4 bas the same signi
fkation as above, then the curve (!4 will cut a liue bl four times; 
f'rom this ensues that four tImes a point of al. and a point of bl are 
vertices of a selfsame inyolution tl'Ïangle. These vertices we caU 
P l , Ql' B., Sl and P2' Q~, B2' S~, whilst the third vertices of these 
trianglts may be representeel by Pa, Qa' R3' 8 3 ; farthermore ~ is 
the point of intersection of al anel bl and 1'2 and Ta are the two 
points formillg with Tl an involution triangle. 

lf now a point describes the line bl , then its conjugate points 
deseribe a curve [:11 of ol'der fonr; a4 anel [:14 have 16 points of in ter
section. These are: 

1. the two points 1'2 and Ta; 
2. the fom points Pa, Qa, Rs, Ss ; 
3. ten points more having the property that to each of Lhem two, 

so an infinite number of pairs of points, are conjugated and which 
are th us the singular points. ,Therefore: 

'l'he invohttion (ia) !tas 10 sin,qzûar lJoints; their polar lines m'e 
the 10 singular lines of (i/a)' 

These singula1' elements have suah a po.sition that on eaah of these 
lines th1'ee of tllese points Zie and tllat in eacll of tlte points t!tree of 
the lines intel'sect eaah other; sa they f01'11l a configumtion (I03,lOa). 

If Su is a singulal' line and Su its pole with respect to 12 , then 
th ere are hesides Su still 6 singular points not lying on su' (If Su 
is one of these points and sl3 thè polar line of S]8> then the point 
of intel'section of Su and S13 is at the same time the pole of S12S13.· 
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This point forms an involution triangle with Su and ·with." another 
point of S12 and an other one with Su and with a point of' Su (an 
"other one", as Su and Su which do /lot lie on each other's polar 
line cannot be vertices of a selfsame involution triangle); so the point 
of intersection of 812 and Su is a1so a sin gul ar point and S12S1~ a 
singular 1ine. 

Each liJle connecting two smgu lal' points not lying on each othe1" 8 

polar line is a singuta1' line; each point which is the point of inter
section oJ two singula1' lines not passing through each other's pole is a 
singula1' point. 

On Su' the polar line of SI2' lie 3 singular points; the remaining 
6 are connected with Su by 3 singular lines. So each line connecting 
812 with one of fhe slngular points on S:z is not a singular line, 
as only 3 of these lines pass through S12" 

We ean indicate the position of the singular points by the following 
diagram, whel'e the indices have been chosen in such a way that 
always the points Sllc, Ski and SII lie on a selfsame line, that the 
lines stJc, Ski and Sil intersect each other in a selfsame point, and 
that the point SIk and the line Sik are each other's pole and polar 
liIle with respect to r % • 

, 5. We make a point describe a conic a2 and an other point 
a line bl the two points which are con.jugated to the former describe 
a, curve an, those which al'e conjugated to the latter a curve W. 
As {J4 and a2 intersect each otller in 8 points, b1 and all must have 
8 points in common, so all is a curve of order eight; we shall raIl 
it in future aS. As a2 intel'sects aU singlliar lines twice, aS will have 
in each of the 10 singular points a node. 
, If a2 is described around an involution tl'iangle, then aS has also 

<louble points in the vertices of this tl'iangle. As all involutioll 
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.riangles are at the same time polar tl'iangles of a selfsame con ic 1" 
we can describe a conie around each pair of involntion triangles; 
if a conic ~2 is described around two of these triangles, then the 
curve {is conjugatc to it will have 6 nodes, in lts circumference. 
Also the remaining points of intersection of {J2 and ~s are easily 
illdicated; they are the four points of intersection of ~2 and 12 , 

We know moreover that a con ic described around an involucion 
triangle and throllgh two of the vertices of an other involution 
triangle must also contain the third vertex of the latter. 

I 

6. 1t is also clear, that we can easily construct conics described 
around three involution triangles; to th at end we make a cOl'lic, 
pa~s through the vertices of au arbitrary involution triangle and 
through two singular points not lying on each other's polar line; for 

-this we choose Su aud S13' As a2 is described around apolar 
triangle of 12' it is described around an infinite number of these 
,triangles; fUl'ther eac1t polar triangle of 12 having one of the 
singular points as vertex is at the same time an involution triangle, 
so th at a

2 
is described around three involution triangles. 

Now the curve aS will ha.Ye in the circumference of a2 nine nodes ; 
so it must degenel'are and a2 must be one of the parts into which 
it breaks up. If P 1 is an arbitl'ary point of a2 then always one of 
the two points P 2 and Ps fOl'ming with P 1 au involution tl'iangle 
will also lie on a2 , so also the third vertex lies on a2 (5). If now 
we let P1 desl~ribe the conic a 2 , rh en P2 and Ps will describe the 
same curve; every time however that P1 coincides with one of the 
singular points on a2 , P 2 and Pa will be bound to no othel' 
rondition, than that they must lie on the polar line of that point and 
must form with P1 a polm triangle of 12' 80 the parts into which 
aS degenerates are: 

1. the conic a, to be counted double; 

2. as many lines as there are singular points lying on a
2

• 

From this ensues that besides S12 and Su 2 more singular points 
!ie on Ct2 • 

This last we can proye still in another way; we construct a 
second conic ~2' described around an involution triangle Q1 Q2 Q, 
and through S12 and SlI; it will cut a 2 in two points more, which 
being both the vertices of two, i.e. of an,infinite number ofim'olution 
triangles, are therefqre singular points. If we construct anotller conic 
ó2 described around a triangle of involution Rl R 2 RB and, through 
Sa and Su> then this must still cut Ct2 in two singular points; these 
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must be the same as the points of intersection of a2 and (jz' because 
on a 2 no more than four singular points ean lie. 

80 all conics passing through S12 and S13 and farthermore described 
al'ound one, hence aro~md an infinite number of involution trütngles 
wilt form a pencil; the t\VO othel' base points of this pencil are also 
singnlur points. We determine these first: if we ehoose as 112 the 
pair of lines S24 and. SH and as 6'2 the pair S34 and SH' it is evident 
that S14 and Su are tlle discussed base points. Therefore: If the 
10 singular points, hence also the double curve r2' of t/w involution 
m'e known, we can genemte 'the involution tl'ian,qles in tlds way: 

We can const1'uct jive different pencils of COltÏCS of which each 
conic is desc1'ibecl a1'ound an infinz'te numbel' of POla1't1'iangles of Y 2' 

which are then at the same time the involution _tl'iangles in view; 
tlUJ base points of these lJe1zcils consist of th,e sets of points (S12' S13' 

Sw S15)' (S12' S2~' Sw Sn), (Sn' S23' 8w S36)' (Sw Sw S34' S46) alld 
(SlO> S2.' Sa6> S 4.)' 

These pencils we shall caU in future respectively (BI)' (B 2), (B8),-

(B4) and (B.). 
If al and ((2 are two conics, the first taken arbitrarily out of (Bl ), 

the second arbitl'arily out of (B2 ), these two will have four points 
of intersection, viz. SH and the vertices of. an involution triangle. 
Now it ean happen in two different ways that 2 of t~lese points of 
intersection eoineide: 1. S12 ean be at the same time a vertex ofthe 
involution triangle 2. one of these vertices ean lie on the double 
curv~ Y2' In eaeh of these two cases al and a 2 will have only three 
different points in common, but they will touch "lach other mOl'eover 
in one of these points. 

7. Out of these 5 pencils we choose one - e. g. (B 1) - arbitra
rily; an arbitrary eonic ó2 out of (B l ) is descl'ibed around an infinite 
number of involl1tion triangles whose vel'tices form in its circum
ferenee an involntion of order three. The Jatter has four double points 
in the points of intersection of 6'2 with r2' the double curve of the 
involution ,(ia)' Inversely the conies of the pellcil (Bl ) determine an 
involution of order four on 12 ; the latter has 6 double points in 

) the points in whieh Y 2 is touched by a eonie out of (Bl ). In each 
,of these points thl'ee point::; have thus coincided, fOl'ming together a 
gronp of (ia). 

The involution (is) has 6 triple points; in eaeh of the points 12 is 
touehed by a conic out of each of the pencils (Bl ), (B 2),- (Ba)' (B4), 

and (B
6
). • 
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8. A point whose cOl~jngate points coincide wc-eaU a branch point, 
the locus of these points the b1Y1,nch curve. If we let a point G describe 
the conic Yz' then the curve of order eight, generatecl by the points 
conjugate to G, must degencrate into 2 parts, of which one is yz itself 
and the other the bra,nch curve. From 1his ensues that the latter is 
of order six and possesses nodes in the 10 singular points; so it is 
rational as it should be, as it cOl'responds point for point to aconic. 

Also in an other way we can easily deduce tbe order of the 
branch curve; if a point describes a line al' tben the conjugate points 
describe a curve a 4 baving with 12 eight points of in tersection , of 
which two coincide with the points of intersection of al and yz, 

whilst the others point to 6 points of intel'section of al with the 
branch curve. 

If G12 is a point of the double curve 12 and g the tangent in that 
point to 12 , tben g will interseet tbe branch c'nrve in 6 points of 
which one Ga forms with the double point G12 a group of con,jugate 
points; so in the triple points of the involution 12 and the branch 
curve will have to touch each other. 

The branch cun'e is a mtional cw've of 01'de1' six, having double 
points in the singular points anc! touching the double CU1've in the 
t1'~Jle points of the invohttion. 

Obsel'vation. A rational curve of orcler six bas 10 double points; 
of which however only 8 can be taken arbitrarily 1); fJ'om t,he p1'e
cedin!! follows Iwwever that 10 points determining a Cf_ (103 , :1 Os) 
can always be double points of a mtional cw've of order six. 

In an other form C. F. GEISER (see his paper qnoterl in the fol
lowing number) makes the same observation. 

9. We shall now apply the preceding to some problems out of 
Threedimensional Geometry. To that end we regard tbe pencil 
(B) of twisten cubics which can be brought thl'ough 5 fixed points 
P

1
, P2 , Ps, P4 , anel P6 • These detel'mine on an arbitl'ary plane V 

a cu bic involution of rank one; the lines, Pi Pj cut 'V in the sin
gular points Sij, the plan es Plc Pt Pm cut V iu the singulal' lines 
sij of the involution. Through an arbitl'ary point of V passes only 
one curve out of this pencil, through a singular point Sij 110 wever 
pasfl an infinite number of curves, whirh have all degenerated into 
the fixed line Pi Pj and a val'iable conie; these conies farm a peneil 
with Pk, P, Pm and the point of intersection of Pi Pj with the 
plane Pk Pt Pm as base points. Eaeh double point of the involution in 
V is now a point, in w hieh a twisted curve out of the peneil (B) 

1) SALYON.FIEDLER: Höhere eb ene Kurven, Zweite Auflage, p, 42. 
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touches the p]ane V; the tlurd point of intersection of this curve 
with V is a point of the branch curve fOl'ming with the point of 
contact a group of mutually conjugate points of the involution. A 
triple point of the involution is a point, in which a twisted curve 
out of (B) is osculated by V. From this emues: 

1. All tWlsteel cubics passing through 5- given points ancl touc/zing 
a given plane V fOl'ln a surjace F10 of Ol'eler ten, w/dch touches 
V in a conic ancl cuts V 1110reover accorcling to a mtional curve 
of O1Y7e)' sW:. 

2. The1'e are 6 twisted cubics passing th1'ough jive !Jiven points 
and having a given plane as osculating plane. 

As a special case of this last theorem we have still. thJ'ouph jive 
given points pass six ttoistecl pambolae. 

Through the pencil (B) of twisted cubics with PI> P2 , Pa, P4 and 
Pa as base pomts a plane V is cut according to a cubic involution 
of the first rank. If a is a curve out of this pencil cutting V in 
Al' A 2 and As, then a is projected out of Al by a cone cuttillg V 
according to the lines Al A 2 and Al A3' If however a curve Y I out 
of (B) touches a plane V in a point. G12 and if moreover it cuts 
V in a point G3 , then y is projected out of G12 by a cone cutting 
V according to G12 G3 and the tangent in G12 to y; y is projected 
out of G3 by a cone touching V accordmg to G3 G12 • We have 
seen that G12 must lie on the double curve and G3 on the branch 
curve of the in volr<ti on, wh11st G3 G12 touches the former; if the1'e
fore aquadratic cone is to pass through the base points of the pencil 
(B) and to touch V moreorer, then its vertex must he on the branch 
curve and the tangent with V must touch the double curve. 

The numbel' oj quaclratic cones passing t/w'ough jive given points 
ancl touc7dng a given plane is singly injinite; tlw tangents envelope 
a conic. Tfte ve1'tzces of the cones f01'm a mtional curve of o)'der SiX.l) 

The tangential planes of all tl1ese con es whose number is 00 2 

envelope a surf ace of which we Wi8h to determine the class and 
which for the present we will calI lPn• If ](2 is one of these cones 
and Gs its vertex, then through a line 1 drawn in V through G3 

one more tangential plane to ](2 will pass; as 1 has with the branch 
curve 6 points of intersection, it lies still in 6 tangential planes 
of lPli except in V. Farthermore V is a trope of lP lI (that is a 
tangential plane touching (Y2) m the points of aconic) to be counted 
double; the surface W" is' therefore of class eight. 

The tangential planes of these cones envelope a sU11ace of elass 
e~qht 1) I 

1) C. l!'. GEISER: ~Uber Systeme von Kegeln zweiten Grades". 
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. We finally put the question how many twisted cil'cles can be 
I brought through tive points where we understand IJya twisted circle 
a jwistecl cu bIc cntting the isotropic cirrle in two points. All twisted 
eubics throngh these five points clescribe on the pJane at infinity an 
involution, If now a point describes the isotropic circle, its conjugate ' 
points will descrlbe a curve of order eight having wlth this circle 
sixteen points in common; four of these points are at the same time 
double pOll1ts of ihe involution, whilst the other lie two by two on 
a same twisted circle. 

So tlwough jive !Jiven points pass ten twisted C i1'c les, ol wMchfou1' 
touch the plane at infinity. 

Mathematics. - "On the sw:!(zces the asyn~ptofic lines ol which 
can be detel'mined by quaclratures". By J. BRUIN. (Oom
municated by Prof. HK. DE VRIT!lS). 

In a paper enhtled as above A. BUHIJ (Nouv. Ann. de Math., 
4c sél'ie, vol. 8, page 433, vol. 9, page 337, Rev. 881n. XVII 2, page 62, 
XVIII 1, page 58) dlscusses the surfaces given by the parameter 
representation 

{}J = l' cos 8, 

y = 'r sin 8." 

cp (z) = a f) + F (1'), 

in which ,~', y, z refer to a rectangular system of coordinates, so that z, 
(), anel l' are the so-caUed ëy lindric coordinates; these are the only 
ones which are used in the c,ourse of the investigation. 

BURL now gives the differelltial equation of the asymptotic lines 
of <p (z) = a 8 + F (1') with 8 and l' ttS independent variables as weIl 
as with z anel f). lt is then evident that this equation embraces 
many special cases, where the detel'mination of the asymptotic lines 
e0mes to q uadratures. 

We enn put the question more in general : which are the surfaces 
of one of the forms z=r{(I',8), or 8 =/(1', z), or 1'=!(z,8), whose 
asymptotic lines can be determined by quadratures? 

Starting from the differential equation çf the asymptotic lines 

D du2 + 2 D' du dv + D" dv 2 = 0 

(BTANCRI-LuKAT, "Vorlesungen liber Differentialgeometrie", page 109), 
wh ere D, D' and Dil have the values, to be found on page 87 of 
the quoted work, we find for the elifferential eql1ation in rand 8 
of the asymptotic lines of z = rp (r, 8) : 

51 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XII. 


